Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

Host ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: Any response from the message?

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: sets waiting to fire tachyon pulse::

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: No, sir.  ::as if expecting to hear nothing::

SO_Llewellyn says:
::gets in the lift, Donnie's kiss lingering in her mind::

MO_Calahan says:
::is in a hazy existence.......half conscious, half not, blood sugar low and her chest and head pounding....erratically at that::

CMO_Cook says:
::Enter Sickbay, just left Heather’s Cabin::

OPS_Janarn says:
CEO: Chief, I've got the runabout crews prepped and briefed to set up the tachyon sensor net.

Host ACO_Claymore says:
AXO & CEO: Are you ready?

AXO_Savar says:
::Works on timing of weapons fire::

CMO_Cook says:
::He looks around wondering where Calahan is, he wants to tell her the good news about Heather and himself.::

CEO_McDuggle says:
ACO: I am sir

AXO_Savar says:
AXO: Affirmative.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::arrives on deck one, shakes her head and tries to prepare her mind for duty::

CMO_Cook says:
Nurse: Where is Dr. Calahan?

SO_Llewellyn says:
::wonders where Washudoin is, shrugs::

CEO_McDuggle says:
OPS: roger we see what happens with this

SO_Llewellyn says:
::gets back to Sci 1::





CMO_Cook says:
<Nurse:> She is still in Surgery

MO_Calahan says:
::is having a little trouble breathing, but her haziness doesn't allow her to notice it much::

Host ACO_Claymore says:
Bridge: We'll wait for one more appearance, if it doesn't turn out our way then we'll attempt to bring them out.

CMO_Cook says:
Self: that is odd, she should have been done by now

OPS_Janarn says:
Oreo, Doone, and Wafer: Ensigns, on the CEO's command launch your runabout and establish positions.

AXO_Savar says:
::All phasers charged and ready- full power, full spread.  Antimatter spread- charged.::

CMO_Cook says:
::enters the surgery ward to find Calahan have dazed::

SO_Llewellyn says:
::gets on those scanners::

OPS_Janarn says:
<Oreo, Doone, and Wafer>: OPS: Aye, sir.

MO_Calahan says:
::mind is fuzzy, and she feels as though her head is going to explode, and as though she has a fever....::

CMO_Cook says:
::Donnie remembers the scans he got earlier from Calahan, and what Savar had told him.  So he load a hypo with Glycogen and injects in her neck:: MO: You okay

SO_Llewellyn says:
::wonders what happened to the energy surge while she was at lunch::

MO_Calahan says:
::head starts to clear, and she rests her head on her knee, still curled up in the chair, she is breathing heavily, yet shallow.......::

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: sees that the SO is back:: SO : so how was lunch

MO_Calahan says:
::breathing begins to slow, and pain subside......there...yes....she can see straight now.....she responds in Irish to Cook:: [CMO: Yes....I believe so Cook.....sorry....tired I guess]







SO_Llewellyn says:
CEO: ::smiles widely:: Mmm... lunch was delicious!

CMO_Cook says:
::he bends down next to her, he makes a scan with the tricorder to check her sugar level:: MO: Keely, I have checked those scans I got earlier, why haven’t you ever told me of your heart conditions

SO_Llewellyn says:
::sees nothing unusual on the sensors, looks concerned::

Host ACO_Claymore says:
::looks back towards the AXO:: AXO: Where's the surge, it usually appears by now.

AXO_Savar says:
::Nothing on sensors yet... could they be gone?::

CMO_Cook says:
::he didn’t understand a word she just said, but shows her levels returning to normal:

AXO_Savar says:
ACO: I cannot speculate on that question, as I do not know the nature of the surge.

SO_Llewellyn says:
ACO: Sir, did you want us to try and create that sensor net with the probes?

MO_Calahan says:
::head still on her knee, head much clearer:: CMO: Because I never have had one.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A comm comes in from the Skree battleship.

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: Sir, message coming in from the Skree.  ::puts it on screen::

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: On screen, sir.

Host ACO_Claymore says:
SO: Give me a minute...

Host ACO_Claymore says:
COMM: Skree: Thomas here, did you find something?

SO_Llewellyn says:
::looks up at the screen, even though the scene she just had with Cook is playing in the back of her mind, turns to look at Claymore:: ACO: Aye sir.

CMO_Cook says:
MO: How often do you eat?




Host Skrub says:
COMM: Thomas: Indeed, we did.  Now stop chasing your fins and get to these coordinates.  We've detected several human lifesigns.

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: checks reading on warp core::

CMO_Cook says:
::Cook loads another Hypo, this time loaded with nutritional stuff like vitamins, minerals, etc::

Host ACO_Claymore says:
FCO: Change course. COMM: Skrub: We're on the way.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::Thinks: chasing your fins?::

SO_Llewellyn says:
::decides she has got to know more about the Skree::

Host ACO_Claymore says:
AXO: It's a good thing we split up. Stand down weapons, for now.

AXO_Savar says:
ACO: Aye, standing down.

Host ACO_Claymore says:
SO: No need for the sensor net, start scanning for human life signs.

Host Skrub says:
COMM: Out.

SO_Llewellyn says:
ACO: Yes Sir! ::is happy to try something new::

OPS_Janarn says:
*Ensigns *: Stand down, Ensigns.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::starts scanning for human life signs::

AXO_Savar says:
::Disarms the antimatter spread, stands down on the phasers::

CEO_McDuggle says:
OPS: we can stand down the runabout crews for now

CMO_Cook says:
::Donnie walks back over to Keely, and injects the hypo into her neck::

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: sets the deflectors back to normal::






OPS_Janarn says:
CEO: Aye, sir.  Already done it.  Is there anything I can help with?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The MO tries to fend off the CMO's attack, but is too weak to be effective.

Host ACO_Claymore says:
FCO: ETA?

CMO_Cook says:
::Donnie picks the MO up and takes her out of the surgery wad and places her on a bio bed::

CEO_McDuggle says:
OPS: we can try our new cloaking detector scanners I have added a few new items to see if we can get some more range:: sends data to OPS console::

AXO_Savar says:
<FCO>: Five minutes, sir.

Host ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: Have the Skree sent us anything about what they have found?

OPS_Janarn says:
CEO: Looks very interesting.  I'll start implementing them now.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::still sweeping the area with scanners::

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: Other than the coordinates

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: Nothing.

Host ACO_Claymore says:
::is worried:: AXO: Can you verify that it was the Skree that sent the message?

AXO_Savar says:
ACO: Checking.

AXO_Savar says:
ACO: Return coordinates check out.  Correct codes acknowledged.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Skree battleship appears on LRS in the midst of a firefight with five Orion ships.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::looks over at the CEO and OPS, thinks: They look rather like two bees buzzing about a hive::









AXO_Savar says:
ACO: Picking up weapons fire... Skree and Orion.  At least two bogies.

SO_Llewellyn says:
ACO: Sir. I see the Skree ship and five Orions!

Host ACO_Claymore says:
FCO: Speed up.... AXO: prepare for a fight

AXO_Savar says:
::Returns phasers to full power, arms torpedo tubes::

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: hears the ACO and brings weapons and shields to full Power::

OPS_Janarn says:
OPS Crew: Prepare the ship for battle.  Begin boosting power to essential systems.  Strengthen shields and the SIF.

Host ACO_Claymore says:
FCO: start slowing us down just long enough to fire as we pass over them, then bring us around for a direct confrontation.

OPS_Janarn says:
::monitors all communications::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The firefight is short, however, as the Skree battleship quickly dispatches the Orions like pests.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::wonders if the human life signs are on the Orion ships::

CMO_Cook says:
::Donnie begins conducting some more medical scans on Keely, but he makes sure that all the other medical personal are away and he puts up a privacy screen.::

AXO_Savar says:
ACO: The Skree have destroyed the Orion targets.

Host ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: hail the Skree, ask for their situation.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::is greatly concerned::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The system that the Thomas heads into consists of a red giant star and three planets.





OPS_Janarn says:
COMM: Skree battleship: Skree battleship, this is the Federation Starship Thomas.  What is your situation?

CMO_Cook says:
::Donnie notices that she has a heart murmur, which most likely was created because of her Low sugar levels::

SO_Llewellyn says:
::starts scanning planets for class types::

Host Skrub says:
COMM: Thomas: Nice timing.  We chewed the enemy without a scratch.

OPS_Janarn says:
COMM: Skree: Who were they and were you able to identify the passengers aboard?

Host ACO_Claymore says:
AXO: Stand down... no more hostile

AXO_Savar says:
::Standing down weapons once more::

SO_Llewellyn says:
ACO: The second planet contains the human life signs in which we seek.

Host Skrub says:
COMM: Thomas: The enemy was the honorless Orions attempting to keep us from our duty.  The path is now clear for you.

SO_Llewellyn says:
ACO: It is barely class M.

OPS_Janarn says:
COMM: Skree: Thank you.  You have shown us much honor.

SO_Llewellyn says:
ACO: there are about 200 lifesigns, most are human and a few other races.

Host ACO_Claymore says:
FCO: Set course maximum warp. OPS: Send our thanks to the Skree. AXO: Prepare to beam them up.

MO_Calahan says:
::closes her eyes and is so angry, can't believe he did that. stupid <censored>.......she knew it was wrong to trust him.:

CMO_Cook says:
MO: How are you doing, you almost fainted on me








SO_Llewellyn says:
ACO: I am detecting them near the equator on a small island. ::sends FCO and OPS coordinates::

Host ACO_Claymore says:
*Security* & *Sickbay*: Report to all transporter rooms.

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: Aye, sir.  I'll have the OPS crew prep the cargo bays in case we need them for medical attention.

MO_Calahan says:
::ignores him, opening her eyes...they are intense green, showing her angry and violence resulting from it::

Host ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: How many life forms again?

MO_Calahan says:
::projects her annoyance and anger at him::

AXO_Savar says:
ACO: Sir, there's a transport inhibitor in action.

CMO_Cook says:
::can sense her sudden distrust:: MO: If you have forgotten that I am still the CMO of this ship, I have a duty to perform.  What would you have done in my position, ::heplaces his hand on the restring system just in case::

SO_Llewellyn says:
ACO: 231 to be exact sir.

Host ACO_Claymore says:
AXO: Lovely... communications?

Host ACO_Claymore says:
SO: 231? Too many for us. OPS: Request help from the Skree.

SO_Llewellyn says:
ACO: There is also a transport inhibitor.

MO_Calahan says:
::ignores Cook....how dare he attempt to intervene into her life? and after she thought a friendship would be possible with him...never again....::

CEO_McDuggle says:
OPS: we may have to use shuttles

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: Aye, sir.





OPS_Janarn says:
CEO: Aye, sir.

Host Skrub says:
ACTION: A quick short burst of code emanates from the island into open space.

CMO_Cook says:
MO: I am sorry, I found you in the surgery ward, have dazed barley breathing.  What did you want me to do?

OPS_Janarn says:
::immediately captures the code and begins to decipher it::

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: Sir!  Coded message from the surface!

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: Running it through decryption algorithms now.

MO_Calahan says:
::silent tears of emotion slip down her face, but her voice remain as normal as possible when she's this annoyed, angry, hurt.......::

AXO_Savar says:
ACO: Since there was that burst, we can assume there are communications...

MO_Calahan says:
Cook: Give me glycogen and leave me......that is what others have done, and that is what is best.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::thinks: Uh oh...:, gets cracking on the code::

OPS_Janarn says:
COMM: Skree: We request your presence again to do us more honor.

OPS_Janarn says:
::5 minutes pass::

Host ACO_Claymore says:
AXO: Agreed, tactical analysis of the area.

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: Sir... ::dramatic pause::

Host ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: yes?

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: It's a distress call for reinforcement coming from the surface.






CMO_Cook says:
~~~~MO: Leave you, is that what you want.  Just for me to turn my back and leave.  I am sorry, but like I said I am your friend even if you don’t like it.  Friends don’t walk out on Friends ~~~~

AXO_Savar says:
ACO: Readings unclear...

SO_Llewellyn says:
::fingers flying as she continues to decipher the code::

Host ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: Reinforcements?

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: Yes, sir.  We'd better hurry.  It's from the Orions.  Something is going on down there.

Host Skrub says:
ACTION: The Skree's response is to fall into orbit near the Thomas.

MO_Calahan says:
~~~CMO: Oh? Is that what you believe, then so be it. But you will dig your own grave when attempting to be my friend......ask my Grandfather...oh wait, he's dead! ~~~::

SO_Llewellyn says:
::hears OPS, thinks: Damn... need more expertise in computer science::

Host ACO_Claymore says:
AXO: Could our people be fighting back?

CMO_Cook says:
~~~~MO: I have already told you that you don’t need to concern your self with my well being, now are you going to stop acting like this so I can help you and you can be on your way ~~~~

CEO_McDuggle says:
OPS: did you say it was from the Orions

MO_Calahan says:
::mentally her words are bitter and hurt, angry at the trust that had been building, but now in her eyes was gone::

AXO_Savar says:
ACO: If by "our people" you mean the humans, it is possible.

MO_Calahan says:
~~~CMO: Fine. Do what you wish, then go to hell. ~~~

OPS_Janarn says:
CEO: Yes, sir.  The distress call was "from" the Orions.  Not whoever they are fighting.









Host ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: I need to know who they are fighting.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::keeps an eye on the LRS for incoming ships::

CEO_McDuggle says:
OPS: then I wonder if we should help the ones that they are fighting

CMO_Cook says:
::Is hurt by her words, but he isn’t going to back down::  ~~~~MO: When is the last time you have eaten ~~~~

SO_Llewellyn says:
ACO: I detect no weapons fire from the planet.

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: Working on it sir.  So far, it's indeterminate.  However.

Host ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: Ask the Skree. I need to know if we came beam those people up.

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: There doesn't seem to be any more information we can get from the message.  I think we'll have to go down to the planet sir.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::silently agrees with the ops officer::

OPS_Janarn says:
CEO: Unless their foes are even more fierce and violent than the Orions themselves.

MO_Calahan says:
~~~CMO: I don't eat ~~~ ::can't tell she hurt him, the half of her fighting back is glad, and the half tired of fighting all the time is wanting it all to end, and help::

Host Skrub says:
COMM: Thomas: Well?  Are you going to stay up here and gaze at the planet?  Do we have to rescue your people for you too?

CMO_Cook says:
~~~~MO: Could you explain to my why you don’t eat, ~~~~

CEO_McDuggle says:
OPS: right now that is hard to believe

OPS_Janarn says:
COMM: Skree: Were you able to determine any additional information from the message burst?





OPS_Janarn says:
CEO: I would have to agree sir.

MO_Calahan says:
~~~CMO: Because anything I try to ingest does not stay down long enough to be taken in by my body....~~~

Host Skrub says:
COMM: We have analyzed the tactical situation on the planet.  Your Starfleet people are being held in a concentration camp with approximately 31 heavily armed Orion pirates.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::is hesitant:: ACO: Sir, perhaps a shuttle flight to the surface would prove informative... sir....

MO_Calahan says:
::half of her is yelling for her to shut-up.....and the other half is wanting to just let it all go....she  begins figuring out that her words had bothered him.....::

CMO_Cook says:
~~~~MO: And your option as a medical doctor for this happing is ~~~~

OPS_Janarn says:
COMM: Skrub: Who are the Orions asking for reinforcements against....?  Us?

SO_Llewellyn says:
::hopes he does not pick her to do the flying::

Host ACO_Claymore says:
::hears the comm:: AXO: Prepare three teams, take down the runabouts. Protect our people and take out the transport inhibitors.

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: Sir, I think the signal for reinforcements is because of us.  They need help to protect themselves against us.

OPS_Janarn says:
ACO: I'd like to volunteer for the away team.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::nods in agreement with OPS::

Host Skrub says:
COMM: Thomas: More than likely just us, but we are willing to include you as well.  They are now...what is your term..."hunkering down"....into defensive positions.  They have sensors too.

CEO_McDuggle says:
AXO: sir permission to lead one team

OPS_Janarn says:
AXO: Sir, permission to lead another.




SO_Llewellyn says:
::looks at Savar and wonders if he is going to ask her::

Host Skrub says:
COMM: Thomas: We can have battle troops on the planet in 30 seconds.

Host Skrub says:
::peers a bit closer into the viewscreen:: COMM: are you still there, humans?

AXO_Savar says:
*Shuttle Bay *: Shuttle Bay, prepare three runabouts for departure.  *Security *: Send teams Beta, Gamma, and Delta to staff runabouts.  *CMO*:  Prepare for casualties from the surface.  OPS: You take one runabout.  SO, the second.  I'll take the third.

OPS_Janarn says:
COMM: Skrub: Yes, we are.  We're preparing to meet you on the planet and destroy these dishonorable Orions.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::Gulps audibly:: AXO: Aye sir.

OPS_Janarn says:
AXO: Aye, sir. Replacement OPS: Take over here, Ensign.  And good luck.

CMO_Cook says:
*AXO*: What is going on?

MO_Calahan says:
::sighs and rolls her eyes:: ~~~CMO: My body has become so used to not eating that it cannot hold food......~~~

Host Skrub says:
COMM: Thomas: Acknowledged.

OPS_Janarn says:
::heads quickly to the TL and heads to Runabout 2.::

AXO_Savar says:
::Moves closer to the ACO:: ACO: Have the Skree's teams meet up with the SO's team, and perhaps take command... I'm not sure of her command abilities yet, but we need a Science down there.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::heads to the lift with Janarn::

AXO_Savar says:
*CMO*: Unsure as of now.

CMO_Cook says:
MO: ~~~~ So what do you want to do about this, we could inject you with nutrients until you can start eating ~~~~






CMO_Cook says:
*AXO* Do you need any med. teams to come with you,

MO_Calahan says:
::can't believe she just did that....stupid , stupid idiot.......::

AXO_Savar says:
*CMO*: No, we will beam up the injured.

AXO_Savar says:
::Moves to the TL::

AXO_Savar says:
TL: Shuttle Bay.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::gets to a shuttle::

MO_Calahan says:
::raises an eyebrow menacingly:: ~~~CMO: Better go......you're needed by the crew. ~~~

CMO_Cook says:
*AXO* Understood, but at least make sure they are stable before transporting ::really wishes he had some of his own people down there to help, is still unsure of Savar’s medical abilities::

MO_Calahan says:
~~~CMO: You don't understand Cook. Maybe next time before you choose to disable my motor skills to make me lie here, you should brush up on my condition. ~~~

MO_Calahan says:
::hates calling it that::

AXO_Savar says:
OPS/SO: Take your teams down to the surface.  We'll land together, and head into together.  If we need to split up, we will on the surface.  We'll decide how to split up then, as well.

Host ACO_Claymore says:
::informs the Skree of the away team's plan and situation::

OPS_Janarn says:
AXO: Aye, sir.

CMO_Cook says:
MO: ~~~ Um.  I haven’t done anything to you but place you on the biobed, you are free to move as you wish.  and Savar said they will beam anyone up that needs my help ~~~

SO_Llewellyn says:
AXO: Yes Sir.

OPS_Janarn says:
Shuttle Team 2: Let's go people.  We've got some rescuing to do.







MO_Calahan says:
~~~CMO: Oh, and Savar was with me when I was stabbed on Vulcan. He is a doctor, have no worries ~~~

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: check power to transporters and routes more power to them::

MO_Calahan says:
::can't believe she just defended him.  what the <censored> is up with her?!::

SO_Llewellyn says:
::gets in the shuttle with the team:: Team: any of you guys know how to fly?

AXO_Savar says:
::Boards shuttle::

CMO_Cook says:
::looks at her:: MO:~~~~ Reading my thoughts, well that is a good sign that your strength is coming back.  So what are we going to do about you not eating ~~~~

AXO_Savar says:
COMM: Shuttle Control: Permission for shuttles to disembark?

SO_Llewellyn says:
<team 3>SO: Nope.

Host AGMDave says:
<Control> Granted.

AXO_Savar says:
COMM: Shuttles: Shuttles, move out.  Best speed and heading.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::rolls eyes, does a quick cabalistic cross:: Great.... ::sits down at the helm with trepidation::

AXO_Savar says:
::Lifts shuttle off as security officers take their seats::

MO_Calahan says:
::moves a finger, then flies off the biobed and around behind Cook with the ease and skill of a trained fighter- but a little slower as she is out of practice:: CMO: Next time, make sure you know where you're going before you go there. ::exits room quickly and angrily::

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: keeps shuttles on sensors::

SO_Llewellyn says:
::starts to work the controls, visualizes a bubble of white light around her shuttle::







Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Shuttles launch easily.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::follows OPS' shuttle out::

CMO_Cook says:
::stands there, not really surprise.:: Self: well her strength is up to the max yet, her mental shields are up all the way

AXO_Savar says:
::Take shuttles down, picking out a proper location.  Savar sends the coordinates for the landing of the other shuttles to them::

MO_Calahan says:
::ignores him, even though she can still hear him in the next room::

AXO_Savar says:
::ETA - 20 seconds::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Thomas' sensors detect the Skree battle force beaming to the surface, complete with light armored tanks.

OPS_Janarn says:
@*AXO*: Landing sir.

CEO_McDuggle says:
ACO: sir transporters are ready as soon as the field drops

OPS_Janarn says:
@::exits the shuttle with battle gear and weapons::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::comes in for a landing:: *AXO * we are on the surface.

CEO_McDuggle says:
ACO: sir the Skree have beamed down

CMO_Cook says:
::he half smiles, this reminds him of being at a day care::

OPS_Janarn says:
@::notices the Skree and has to admit at being impressed::

Host ACO_Claymore says:
CEO: Good, I've got Security and medical are prepared at all transporter room locations.




Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<,PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<,PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


